Your predator/prey graph is due now. Please place it in your class' in bin.

You will get a homework assignment at the end of today's lesson. Whatever time we have left will be given to you to work on it in class.
In grade 4 science you learned about "Food Chains," what can you remember?

A sequence of feeding relationships among living organisms, as they pass on food energy.

It will always start with a producer, and end with a top carnivore.

The red lines show "energy flow." Energy flow indicates how energy is passed from one organism to the next. The producers are the only organisms that can get energy from the sun, all other organisms must eat something to get energy. The food chain shows how a top carnivore, like a hawk, can get the sun's energy.
Ecosystems

Did you ride your bike to school today? Did you play a sport in gym class? Have you ever mowed the lawn or shoveled the snow? Do you sleep, breathe, grow? All of these activities require energy, and to get energy you must take in food. Food contains stored energy, but how did the energy get there in the first place? Grass and other plants grow by using energy from the Sun and nutrients in the soil as sources of food. The energy of the Sun is then “stored” in plants. When an animal, such as a cow eats a plant, it obtains the Sun’s energy indirectly in a useful form. When a meat-eating animal — perhaps a person sitting down to a steak dinner — later consumes the cow, the energy is passed on to the consumer.

Food Chains

A food chain is a model which shows how energy stored in food passes from organism to organism. Figure 2.1 shows some examples of food chains, in a lawn, a forest, and a pond. In a food chain, arrows show the direction in which energy flows through the chain.

Energy Flow

How does energy move through a food chain? At each step along the chain, energy is taken in by an organism. Some of this energy fuels the organism, and it is burned up and released as heat. Some energy is stored in the organism’s body tissues, while some energy cannot be used and passes out of the animal as waste.
For example, when a grazing cow eats several kilograms of grass in one day, it does not gain mass equivalent to the mass of the grass it eats. Why not? Figure 2.2 shows a cow digesting the grass. About 4 percent of the stored energy in the grass goes to build and repair the cow's body tissues. A little over 30 percent fuels the cow's normal activities, such as breathing, mooing, and pumping blood through its body. Much of the grass — over 60 percent — cannot be used by the cow and passes out of its body as waste. Only the 4 percent that is used to build and repair the cow's body stays in the cow's body tissues. This is the "stored" energy, and it becomes available to the organism that eats the cow. You can see most of the energy in the grass eaten by the cow is not passed along the food chain.

**Energy flow** is the movement of energy, starting from the Sun, and passing from one organism to the next. In a food chain, as you saw with the cow, very little energy that is stored in one organism is passed on to the next organism.

---

**Niches in a Community**

You, like all other members of human communities, play several different roles in your daily life. When you are at school, you are a student. On the weekend, you might be a member of a sports team, or a volunteer at a food bank. The organisms in a community of plants and animals play different roles, too. Each of these roles is known as a niche.

One organism usually fills several niches. For instance, snails can act as both scavengers and herbivores, and gulls can be both scavengers and carnivores. To understand an organism's niche, you must look at what it eats, where it lives, and how it interacts with other organisms in its ecosystem.

**Food Webs**

Food chains are rarely as simple as the models you saw in the early pages of this chapter. Producers are usually eaten by many different consumers, and most consumers are eaten by more than one kind of predator. For example, a mouse, which may have eaten several kinds of plants and seeds, may be eaten by a hawk, a raccoon, or a snake. The raccoon may also eat berries, frogs, and birds' eggs. Figure 2.10 shows a typical food web. A network of inter-connected food chains is called a food web.
Can you name niches of organisms in this food web?

Let’s Practise:
Food Webs

Your homework is to complete the "Food Webs" activity.

This assignment will be collected with your binder. However, I do recommend that you get it done in the next few days, so that you can check your understanding of today's lesson.